
FIRE-FIGHTING EQUIPMENT

MB Safety® supplies and maintains 
fire extinguishers, fire hose reels, 
emergency lighting and inhouse 
company safety products.

 REOB approved company

 Favourable rates in combination 
with maintenance subscriptions 
for fire extinguishers and safes One point of contact for sales, 
installation and maintenance
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The foam extinguishers from Ecofex have excellent extinguishing capacity. These extinguishers are suitable for the 
extinguishing of solids and liquid substances. In addition, the Ecofex S2-EF is also suitable for extinguishing grease fires

Ecofex foam extinguishers

 Tested and certified in accordance with EN-3

 Optimum operating comfort

 Spray range 4 meters

 Suitable for fire classes A, B and F *

 A high-quality fire extinguisher with a long service life

 Pressure-resistant parts made of durable metal

 Temperature range 0 °C to 60°C

Article number Model Hight in mm
Diameter 
in mm Weight Content Rating Propellant

110141003 S2-EF* 405 110 3.1 kg 2 l. 8A/55B/40F N2 - 12 bar

110141005 S6-EF 520 165 9.1 kg 6 l. 21A/183B N2 - 12 bar

110141009 S9-EF 570 190 13.8 kg 9 l. 27A/233B N2 - 12 bar

Ecofex S2-EF*

In what situation is this extinguishing agent suitable?
In general, fire extinguishers are placed in homes and offices that can combat fire classes A and B. Burning in these 
categories are the most common at these locations. A foam extinguisher lends itself perfectly to combat this fire. The 
combination of foam and water causes little to no collateral damage. In addition, it can be used without any worries on 
electrical equipment. In the case of fat burning, the S2-EF is extremely suitable. Due to its small size and light weight, 
it is easy to use.

Control and maintenance
MB Safety® checks and maintains fire extinguishers. Since 2010 it is legally required to check small extinguishers once 
every two years. In some cases, even an annual check is required. MB Safety® carries out the checks and maintenance 
with the approval of the Approved Maintenance Companies Fire Protection (REOB) certification.

* Only the Ecofex S2-EF foam extinguisher is suitable for extinguishing grease fires.

Ecofex S9-EFEcofex S6-EF
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The powder extinguishers from Ecofex have excellent extinguishing capacity. These extinguishers are suitable for 

extinguishing solid-, liquid- and gas fires.

Ecofex powder extinguishers 

 Tested and certified in accordance with EN-3

 Optimum operating comfort

 Spray range 4 meters

 Suitable for fire classes A, B and C *

 A high-quality fire extinguisher with a long service life

 Pressure-resistant parts made of durable metal

 Temperature range 0 °C to 60°C

Article number Model Hight in mm
Diameter 
in mm Weight Rating Propellant

110142003 P2-EF 405 110 3.1 kg 2 kg 12A/89B/C N2 - 15 bar

110142011 P6-EF 530 165 9.3 kg 6 kg 43A/233B/C N2 - 15 bar

110142013 P9-EF 570 190 13.7 kg 9 kg 55A/233B/C N2 - 15 bar

Ecofex P2-EF Ecofex P6-EF Ecofex P9-EF Ecofex P12-EF

In what situation is this extinguishing agent suitable?
In general, fire extinguishers are placed in homes and offices that can combat fire classes A and B. If gas is also used 
at this location, it is advisable to take an extinguisher capable of combating gas fires. For this the Ecofex powder 
extinguisher is extremely suitable. The disadvantage of a powder extinguisher, compared to a foam extinguisher, is that 
there will be a lot of collateral damage after and during the use of it.

Control and maintenance
MB Safety® checks and maintains fire extinguishers. Since 2010 it is legally required to check small extinguishers once 
every two years. In some cases, even an annual check is required. MB Safety® carries out the checks and maintenance 
with the approval of the Approved Maintenance Companies Fire Protection (REOB) certification.

mailto:fire%40mbsafety.nl?subject=Brandblusapparatuur
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The carbon dioxide snow extinguishers from Ecofex have excellent extinguishing capacity. These extinguishers are ideal 

for extinguishing liquid-, server room- and computer fires.

Ecofex carbon dioxide snow extinguisher

 Tested and certified in accordance with EN-3

 Optimum operating comfort

 Spray range 4 meters

 Suitable for fire class B, 

Article number Model Hight in mm
Diameter 
in mm Weight Rating Propellant

110143001 K2-EF 570 105 6.4 kg 2 kg 34B N2 - 60 bar

110143003 K5-EF 745 140 13.8 kg 5 kg 83B N2 - 60 bar

Ecofex K2-EF Ecofex K5-EF

In what situation is this extinguishing agent suitable?
A carbon dioxide snow extinguisher is suitable for liquid fires. In addition, it is especially suitable for server room and 
computer fire. This is because this extinguisher does little or no damage to surrounding objects during extinguishing. 
However, this extinguisher must be handled carefully, because using large quantities of extinguishing material (especially 
in small spaces) can have a suffocating effect on humans and animals.

Control and maintenance
MB Safety® checks and maintains fire extinguishers. Since 2010 it is legally required to check small extinguishers once 
every two years. In some cases, even an annual check is required. MB Safety® carries out the checks and maintenance 
with the approval of the Approved Maintenance Companies Fire Protection (REOB) certification.

 A high-quality fire extinguisher with a long service life

 Pressure-resistant parts made of durable metal

 Temperature range 0 °C to 60°C

 Not electrically conductive

mailto:fire%40mbsafety.nl?subject=Brandblusapparatuur
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On the label of each fire extinguisher is a so-called rating / fire class indication. Internationally, agreements have been 

made about five main classes. These can be found in pictograms on the label of the fire extinguisher. The fire class 

indicates which kind of fires can be controlled with that type of fire extinguisher. The five different types of fire classes 

are (with corresponding suitable extinguisher):

Fire class indication

A Solid material fires Foam extinguisher / Powder extinguisher

B Liquid fires Foam extinguisher / Powder extinguisher / Carbon dioxide 

snow extinguishers 

C Gas fires Powder extinguisher

D Metal fires Powder extinguisher with special powder

F Grease fire Powder extinguisher with special powder

The 2-liter Ecofex foam extinguisher can be used for A, B and F class fires. The 6 and 9-liter versions of the Ecofex foam 

extinguishers can only be used for class A and B fires. For gas fires (C), an Ecofex powder extinguisher (2-, 6-, 9- or 

12-liter) must be used. A carbon dioxide snow extinguisher can also be used for liquid fires (B).

What is a suitable extinguishing agent in my situation?

In general, fire extinguishers are placed in homes and offices that can combat fire classes A and B. Burning in these 

categories is the most common at these locations. A foam extinguisher lends itself perfectly to combat this fire. The 

combination of foam and water causes little to no collateral damage. In addition, it can be used without any worries on 

electrical equipment.

If the extinguisher is placed in a location where gas is also used, it is advisable to take an extinguisher capable of 

combating gas fires. For this the Ecofex Powder Extinguisher is extremely suitable. The disadvantage of a powder 

extinguisher, compared to a foam extinguisher, is that there will be a lot of collateral damage after and during use of it.

For fires in server- and computer rooms, an Ecofex carbon dioxide snow extinguisher can be used. The extinguishing 

agent is not electrically conductive and does not cause damage to surrounding objects.

An extinguisher with an F-fire class is required to combat fat burning. Only the Ecofex S2-EF is suitable for this.
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Fire hose reels

Pro-Line 3-20 Pro-Line 3-30Pro-Line 3-25

The Pro-Line fire hose reels are manufactured and certified according to EN 671-1 and CE and are supplied as standard 

in RAL 3000 Fire Red. In addition, the hose reels are optionally available in a stainless-steel version (suitable for the 

food industry) and in a seaworthy resistant aluminum version (suitable for swimming pools).

 Manufactured,  certified according to EN 671-1 and CE

 Long lifespan

Article number Model Hight in mm Depth in mm Pressure Hose in meters

110211021 Pro-Line 3-20 600 235 6 bar 20

110211022 Pro-Line 3-25 600 235 6 bar 25

110211023 Pro-Line 3-30 600 235 6 bar 30

Control and maintenance

MB Safety® checks and maintains fire extinguishers. Since 2010 it is legally required to check small extinguishers once 

every two years. In some cases, even an annual check is required. MB Safety® carries out the checks and maintenance 

with the approval of the Approved Maintenance Companies Fire Protection (REOB) certification.
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In company safety- and security products,

Safety- and security courses

Impression in companny safety- and security producs

In company safety- and security products, are also supplied by MB Safety®. For example, you can think of complete aid 

kits, spray fire extinguishers, vests, helmets, barrier tape and pictograms. These products are supplied ready for use and 

can be used immediately in case of calamities. 

Article number Product

110142981 Aid kit

110142982 Spray extinguisher 0,75 liter foam

110142983 Helmet

110142984 Jacquet (XS t/m XXL)

110142985 Red/white barrier tape

110142986 Divers icons

In addition to supplying various in company safety- and security products, MB Safety® is also specialized in providing 

company safety- and security courses. In Barendrecht we provide training in a complete training room, which is fully 

equipped to provide good and effective courses.
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Emergency lighting

Fire alarm installation

Impression emergency lighting and fire alarm installation

The term 'emergency lighting' is a collective name. This includes the emergency evacuation lighting and the replacement 

lighting. MB Safety® does the inspection, checking and maintenance of all types of emergency lighting.

MB Safety® can also check the emergency lighting during the delivery, installation and / or maintenance of foam 

extinguishers and hose reels. In case of defects, MB Safety® solves it immediately. MB Safety® can perform all services 

during one visit; this saves travel time, fuel and costs. As a customer you benefit from this!

"Once I have installed a fire alarm system, I no longer have to look at it."

 

Incorrect.

It is very important to regularly test the fire alarm system, and have it inspected annually. Only then you can be sure 

that it works well. This is regulated in NEN 2654. To keep your certificate, you must have this inspection carried out 

annually and have it tested every month.

Acknowledgement: Delta Loyd
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